
 

ENGLISH  IBPS  ( 5 NOVEMBER 2019) 

LOGICAL PAIRS 

 

Key words (indicators) 

  

 A.However, many people may not be aware of 

numerous other areas where it has been applied 

B. Today even those who has little knowledge 

about the production of virtual reality are now 

most likely aware of its use in video games. 

C.Similarly, medical students have substituted a  

cadaver of a fiberglass mould of a body and 

headset when training to perform a surgery. 

D. Virtual reality was an unfamiliar concept to 

many people till early 90’s 

E. Introducing virtual reality to the real world thus 

has already proven to beneficial for every 

industry  it encounters. 

F.For example, astronaut trainees have recently 

used virtual reality to simulate a trip to space and 

back 

 Ans- DBAFCE 

Q1. Which of the following should be the FIFTH 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) A 

(2) B 

(3) C 

(4) D 

(5) E 

Ans- DBAFCE 

Q2.  Which of the following should be the FOURTH 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) E 

(2) D 

(3) C 

(4) B 

(5) A  

 ANS- DBAFCE 

Q3.  Which of the following should be the SECOND 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) E 

(2) D 

(3) C  

(4) B 

(5) A 

ANS- DBAFCE 

Q4. Which of the following should be the FIRST 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) A 

(2) B 

(3) C 

(4) D 

(5) E  

ANS- DBAFCE 

Q5. Which of the following should be the THIRD 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) A 

(2) B 

(3) C 

(4) D 



 
(5) E  

 ANS-DBAFCE 

Q6. A.    In fact according to main stream Economists 

it is inevitable and a necessary evil in any 

economy  

B.It is thus important for every nation to maintain 

this reserve of labour force to maintain an 

optimal level of unemployment. 

C.Unemployment is popularly believed to be and 

index which measures the economic condition of 

a nation. 

D.This is because it helps avert inflation by 

providing a reserve army of labour which keeps 

wages in check. 

E.The problem however, however, only emerges 

when governments indirectly facilitate 

unemployment in order to curb inflation through 

various policies and frame works depriving a large 

population of its fundamental rights. 

F.But contrary to popular belief unemployment is 

not always disadvantages  to the economy of a 

state 

ANS- CFADBE 

Q6. Which of the following should be the FIFTH 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) A 

(2) B 

(3) C 

(4) D 

(5) E 

ANS- CFADBE 

Q7. Which of the following should be the FOURTH 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) E 

(2) D 

(3) C 

(4) B 

(5) A  

ANS- CFADBE 

Q 8.  Which of the following should be the SECOND 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) E 

(2) D 

(3) C  

(4) B 

(5) A 

ANS- CFADBE 

Q9. Which of the following should be the FIRST 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) A 

(2) B 

(3) C 

(4) D 

(5) E  

ANS- CFADBE 

Q10. Which of the following should be the THIRD 

sentence after rearrangement ? 

(1) A 

(2) B 

(3) C 

(4) D 

(5) E  

ANS- CFADBE 

Home Work Answers 

a) The share of revenue’s / (b) from the rural 

market has / (c) gone up steady over / (d) the last 

few years. / (e) No error 

Answer: c) 

Explanation: Replace “steady’’ with “steadily’’ 

  



 
P: the chief reason is that it is considered rude to 

differ with them. 

Q: moreover, even agreeing with them 

completely is not considered good manners. 

R: in England it is not easy to keep up a 

conversation with women in the company. 

S: nor you can ask them to give a reason for the 

opinion they profess, 

T: you are also afraid of imposing your views 

upon them. 

(a) PSTQR (b) RPSTQ (c) PQRST (d) RSTPQ  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


